
Starships D6 / 47 Lightsaber Nullifier

Name: 47 Lightsaber Nullifier

Type: Field generator

Creators: Klerin Chekkat

Locations: Dynamo, Valo, Cacophony

Material(s): Recainium core

Purpose: Disrupting energy weapons, including lightsabers

Affiliation: Nihil

Scale: Character

Skill: Starship Gunnery: 47 Lightsaber Nullifier

Ammo: Diverts power from all ship systems, putting most onto

reserve power, for each round roll 1D6+{the number of rounds

the system has been operating}, against 25 (the D6 explodes

on a 6). If the roll is higher then reserve power fails, and the

ships systems fail unless the Nullifier is shut down.

Cost: Unknown

Difficulty: Moderate

Space Range: 1-12/24/40

Atmosphere Range: 100-2400/4800/8000

Damage: 0D

Game Notes: When used, the device nullifies all Blasters and Lightsabers within short range (up to

2.4km), if a Blaster or Lightsaber is in long range (up to 4.8km) roll 1D6, and on 1-4 the weapon is

nullified, and if  a Blaster or Lightsaber is in extreme range (8km) then roll 1D6, and on a 1-2 the weapon

is nullified. The effect lasts until the device is deactivated, but it is not a visible effect, so it may not be

immediately evident when the device is shut down.

Description: The 47 lightsaber nullifier, also known as simply the four-seven nullifier or lightsaber stifling

technology, was a prototype device that disrupted energy weapons, including blasters and Jedi

lightsabers, preventing them from working. It was powered by a core made of recainium, a dangerous

and illegal substance. A prototype of the device was created by Klerin Chekkat during the High Republic

Era, though her mother, Mantessa, took the credit for it. The elder Chekkat took the prototype to the

Republic Fair on the planet Valo, hoping to sell the device to Galactic Republic senator Tia Toon, who

had been pushing for the Jedi Order to not be the sole protectors of the Republic. Chekkat believed that

Toon would want the device for its abilities to disarm Jedi; however, Toon's position did not mean he

opposed the Jedi, and the senator turned down the offer. The device's recainium core also spread

radiation into the surrounding area, and Toon had Chekkat disable the device. When the Nihil marauders

attacked the fair, Klerin Chekkat claimed to the Republic that the raiders had taken the plans for the

device, subsequently attempting to sell the Nihil a smaller, tolium-powered version.

The Nihil warlord Melis Shryke utilized a 47 lightsaber nullifier on her Stormship, the Cacophony, when

she captured the Jedi Grand Master Pra-Tre Veter, though she destroyed it in the process. 
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